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ABSTRACT: Data mining extraction of hidden predictive info from large database records, 

is a powerful new technology with great potential to help companies focus on most important 

info within their data value warehouses. Data mining utensils predict future trends 

&behaviors, permitting businesses to make taking  initiative, knowledge motivated decisions. 

Automated, prospective analyses offered by data mining transfer outside analyses of past 

events providing by retrospective utensils typical of decision support systems. data mining 

utensils may answer business questions that usually were too time consuming to resolve. 

They scour database record records for hidden patterns, finding predictive info that experts 

may miss since this lies outside their expectations. 

 

[1] Introduction 

Data mining is extraction of hidden predictive info from large 

database record records, is a powerful new technology within 

great potential to help by companies focus on most important 

info within their data value warehouses. Data mining utensils 

predict future trends & behaviors, permitting businesses to 

make taking initiative, knowledge motivated decisions. 

Automated, prospective analyses offered by data mining 

transfer outside analyses of past events providing by 

retrospective utensils typical of decision support systems. 

Data mining utensils may answer business questions that 

generally were too time consuming to resolve. They scour 

database record records for hidden patterns, finding predictive 

info that experts may miss since this lies outside their 

expectations. 

 

 

 Fig 1 Data mining 

Most companies already collect & refine massive quantities of 

data. data mining methods may be executed rapidly on 

existing software & hardware platforms to enhance value of 

existing info resources, &  may be integrated with new 

products & systems as they are brought on-line. When 

executed on high performance client/server or parallel 

processing computers, data mining. 

This white paper are delivers an over view to technologies of 

data value mining. Examples of gainful applications 

demonstrate its importance to today’s business atmosphere as 

well as a basic description of how data value warehouse 

architectures may evolve to deliver value of data mining to 

end users.  

Clustering 

By examining one or more attributes or classes, you may 

group individual pieces of data value together to form a 

structure opinion. At a simple stage, clustering is using one or 

more attributes as your basis for identifying a cluster of 

correlating results 
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